Towards Data-Driven Autonomous Robot-Assisted Physical Rehabilitation Therapy.
Task-oriented therapy consists of three stages: demonstration, observation and assistance. While demonstration using robots has been extensively studied, the other two stages rarely involve robots. This paper focuses on the transition between observation and assistance. More specifically, we tackle the robot's decision making problem of whether to assist a patient or not based on the observation. The proposed method is to train a discrete tunnel shape 3-D decision boundary through correct demonstration to classify motions. Additional conditions such as slow progress, self correction and overshot motions are taken into account of the decision making. Preliminary experiments have been performed on BAXTER robot for a cup reaching task. The BAXTER robot is programmed to react according to the decision boundary. It assists the patient when the patient's hand position is determined by the proposed algorithm to be unacceptable. Multiple cases including correct motion, continuous assistance, overshot, misaim and slow progress are tested. Results have confirmed the feasibility of the proposed method, which can reduce the current shortage of physical rehabilitation therapists.